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Community Governance Review 

Bude 

Community Network Area 16 

Stage 2 Feedback 

This report details the feedback and comments received during Stage 2 of the 

review on the submissions for change made by parish & town councils and 
residents during Stage 1 of the review in respect of parishes within this 

Community Network Area. 

The feedback includes notes from public engagement meetings held during 

Stage 2 and further correspondence received during this stage. 

The following 11 parishes are in the Bude Community Network Area; namely – 
Bude-Stratton, Jacobstow, Kilkhampton, Launcells, Marhamchurch, Morwenstow, 

North Tamerton, Poundstock, St Gennys, Week St Mary and Whitstone.  

 

Cornwall Community Governance Review (Stage 2) 

 
Public Engagement Meeting (Bude Area; 11.9.19) –Report 
 
1. Introduction   
 
1.1 This is a report of the proceedings and key points made at the Bude Area 

Public Engagement Meeting, which took place at the Parkhouse Centre in 
Bude on 11 September 2019 and was chaired by Malcolm Brown CC, the Chair 
of Cornwall Council’s Electoral Review Panel.  

 
1.2 The purpose of the report is to assist the Electoral Review Panel in its task of 

formulating draft recommendations on the Community Governance Review 
(CGR).  It will also be a reference source for the remainder of the review.   

 
1.3 Section 2 sets out an overview of the meeting process and Section 3 sets out 

the key points made.  Appendix 1 provides a summary of the arguments put 
forward on the contentious boundary proposals that were the main focus of 
the meeting; this is intended as a quick reference tool.  

 
2. Meeting: attendance/process 
 
2.1 Attendance:    

• Local stakeholders: 130 (counted); breakdown of local stakeholders who 
signed attendance registers and/or spoke at the meeting: 
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o Residents: 75 
o Town & Parish Council representatives: 36 (Parishes of Bude-

Stratton, Jacobstow, Kilkhampton, Launcells, Marhamchurch and 
Poundstock)  

• Local Divisional Members: 3 (Nicky Chopak CC – Poundstock; Peter La Broy 
CC – Bude; David Parsons CC – Bude).  Councillor La Broy attended in his 
dual capacity as a Cornwall Councillor and Bude-Stratton Town Councillor; 
he presented the summary of Bude-Stratton Town Council’s submission in 
the latter capacity.   

• Electoral Review Panel representatives: 4 (Malcolm Brown CC, Dick Cole 
CC, Leigh Frost CC, Joanna Kenny CC) 

• Cornwall Council officers: 5 
 
2.2 Parishes focused on at this meeting: Bude-Stratton, Launcells, Marhamchurch, 

Kilkhampton, Poundstock 
 
2.3 Proceedings (The meeting commenced at 7.15pm and concluded at 9.00pm):  

(1)  Welcome & Introduction by the Chair (including health & safety 
announcement; introduction of Panel Members, Divisional Members and 
officer team; outline of CGR process and questions & answers on the process) 
(2.i) Verbal summaries of submissions listed on agenda (by representatives of 
the parishes who made the submissions) 
(2.ii) Questions on these submissions from Electoral Review Panel Members  
(2.iii) Statements on these submissions by Other Parish and Town Councillors 
and Members of the Public Present 
(2.iv) Statements on these submissions by Divisional Members 
(3) Chairman’s Closing Remarks 
 

3. Key points made at meeting (Please note that it is not a verbatim record.  It is 
based on notes taken by the Localism officers and, where used by speakers 
and kindly supplied by them to the officers, on the speakers’ scripts/notes.  
The meeting was not audio recorded). 

 
(1) Welcome & Introduction by the Chair  

• The Chair highlighted that all Cornwall Councillors will be involved in making 
decisions on the Review (as members of the Electoral Review Panel, which is 
overseeing and making recommendations on the Review and/or as members of 
full Council which will be making decisions on the Review).  As decision-makers, 
they are allowed to be predisposed to a certain view on CGR, and to express that 
view, but must keep an open mind prior to the final decision being made.  
Accordingly, Cornwall Councillors speaking at these public engagement meetings 
would be doing so in this context. 
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• After the Chair explained the CGR process, he invited questions from the floor on 
this issue: 
(i) Q: How will the Review measure the “efficiency” of parish arrangements? 
A: The Chair explained this is not easy.  There is some guidance, but it is limited.  
A key factor for the Review is to assess the benefits to all involved.  The default 
position is that the Council will stick to the current arrangements unless the 
argument to change is stronger than the argument to leave them as they are. 
(ii) Q2: Why is the Council doing a CGR now?  Is there a requirement to do it now, 
or periodically? 
A: The Government wants councils to do CGRs on a more frequent basis.  The 
timing of the Review follows logically from the conclusion of the recent Electoral 
Review of Cornwall Council. 

 
(2i) Brief verbal summaries of submissions 
 
(a)  Representative of Bude-Stratton Town Council (Councillor Peter La Broy) 

• I’m also Vice-Chair of Bude Community Network Panel (CNP).  The CNP has 
meaningful meetings and parishes within the Community Network Area (CNA) 
get on well (e.g. they amicably agreed allocation of CNP Highways Budget). 

• One concern about CGR process: if you ask people what they want, the 
answer might not be palatable to everyone. 

• Town Council (TC) feels its submission proposals are good for the area, but 
accepts that parish councils don’t necessarily agree.  We hope we can all be 
friends regardless of the outcome. 

• Submission has been described as a “takeover.”  We are not trying to absorb 
as an end goal.  We are trying to create something better for the long-term. 

• Bude Urban District Council was roughly the same area as the CNA, so there is 
a history of a bigger organisation representing parishes in the area. 

• The current CNP has a good dynamic together.  As we are a long way from 
Truro, it is a good idea to collaborate.  We don’t want to lose that 
momentum/good feeling. 

• Bude is a hub town for the area (examples given included: libraries, museum, 
castle grounds; use of beaches, car parks, toilets by tourist industry) – TC is 
engaged in providing these amenities, including through what it has taken on 
through devolution [from Cornwall Council].   

• People in the wider area benefit from these amenities/services but the 
pressure falls on the TC, and Bude-Stratton parish ratepayers.  It is unfair that 
a Bude-Stratton resident can pay four times the Council Tax of a neighbour on 
the other side of the street and parish boundary. 

• The submission is about bringing together communities and delivering 
services.  The TC is a progressive authority.  We’ve invested/done a lot 
(examples given included: outdoor unit, vehicles, grass cutting, machinery, 
land management expertise of staff, environmental policy/work on tackling 
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climate change including purchase of electric van).  It does not make sense to 
send teams from Truro when the TC can deliver services to the area. 

• The submission is about building a local authority which will serve the 
community better, with a fairer financial spread.      

• Cllr La Broy then talked through the two options included in the submission, 
with the aid of a PowerPoint presentation which displayed relevant maps. 

• Ivyleaf (which the submission proposes should be transferred from 
Kilkhampton to Bude-Stratton) used to be part of Stratton and Poughill 
parishes. 

• The TC feels that the community of Widemouth has more in common with 
Bude, and that Marhamchurch and Poundstock Parishes are split between 
their rural and coastal communities. 

• The submission is not about being denied democratic representation.  Bude 
and Stratton are two places but there are councillors for each ward on the TC.  
If the submission is accepted, there will be councillors for each area [included 
in the enlarged Bude-Stratton parish], at a bigger table planning for a bigger, 
better future.   
   

(b) Representative of Marhamchurch Parish Council (Councillor Tom O’Sullivan) 

• With reference to Cllr La Broy’s comment on collaborative working, the 
submission form asked those making submissions to give details “of any 
consultation that you may have carried out with affected residents” and to 
“state what discussions you have had with other parish councils.”  However, 
the TC undertook no consultation with other parishes. 

• There is no evidence that people from Marhamchurch identify more with 
Bude  

• Marhamchurch PC unanimously agreed a “No Change” submission.  In 
September, it considered Bude-Stratton’s submission - the details of which 
only became available to it on 23 August (when published by Cornwall 
Council) – and unanimously agreed to oppose it. 

• Marhamchurch has a heritage and culture distinct from Bude and the Parish 
Council wants to preserve this  

• Marhamchurch has a long history (dates back to 5th Century with arrival of St 
Marwenna; unlike Bude, settlement of Marhamchurch recorded in Domesday 
Book [1086]; approx. 1750: Bude still not a population centre, but 
Marhamchurch a well-established parish; First World War: Langford Hill was 
airship station, PC is commemorating this with a plaque; minutes of Parish 
Council meetings date back nearly 100 years; some descendants of families 
recorded are involved today)  

• Marhamchurch affected by closure of local facilities.  In 2009, shop closed.  
After long effort, community volunteers opened temporary community shop 
five years later.  With support of PC and fundraising, group built new shop on 
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site owned by PC.  It opened in May 2019, is staffed entirely by community 
volunteers, and includes PC’s toilet facility. 

• Marhamchurch is significantly different from Bude: it’s a farming community.  
Residents fondly call the beach “Marhamchurch beach”.  On the cliffs is a free 
car park bequeathed to the community. 

• Marhamchurch is self-contained, with its own amenities (examples given in 
addition to above-mentioned included: shops, pubs, beaches, school, 
playpark) 

• PC recently visited residents in the parish’s coastal area and this confirmed 
that they, like other parishioners, strongly identify with Marhamchurch as 
their place.  Within the parish, there is a strong view that that the PC acts 
effectively in the community’s interests. 

• A delegation of Marhamchurch Primary School students was recently invited 
to a PC meeting.  The students are now helping to look after flower planters in 
the village. 

• The PC is looking to re-establish parish allotments. 

• The PC and community are determined to address the needs of the future.  If 
Bude-Stratton’s proposal takes effect, it would be a cruel blow to the beating 
heart of a proud, vibrant and cohesive community. 

 
(c)  Representative of Poundstock Parish Council (Councillor Alison Rowland, Vice-
Chair)  

• Poundstock PC made “No Change” submission 

• Bude-Stratton proposal came to light subsequently; they did not consult us on 
their proposed annexation of the whole of the Widemouth area of our Parish 

• Present parish boundaries have been set for some time, bounded on north by 
stream flowing inland from the Bay denoting start of Marhamchurch Parish 

• PC has worked hard to retain character of Widemouth Bay based on local 
needs and infrastructure issues, in area under considerable development 
pressure. 

• Parish has a balance between rural and coastal areas.  PC is seeking to 
safeguard the environment in the AONB and AGLV [Area of Great Landscape 
Value].   

• The beach in its rural setting is unique and attracts visitors; the PC is 
protecting this through its determination to restrict development on the 
coastline 

• Within the parish there is – between the community, tourism and farming – 
parity of interest, sharing of resources and knowledge and a unity of purpose.  
The Neighbourhood Development Plan will include the replacement of the 
condemned Parish Hall, rebuilding of public toilets, and identification of 
acceptable areas for future housing and employment. 

• Taking away Widemouth would destroy these plans, deprive the Parish of a 
disproportionate amount of its Precept, break-up the Parish, remove any 
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constraints on planning development, and lead to an increase in Council Tax 
for local residents. 

• The main reason the TC wants to take over Widemouth is to increase income 
from precept and from the car parking levy the PC uses to help run the toilets 

• There are no benefits to the local residents; the economy of scale issues will 
only benefit the TC 

• On the TC’s complaint that parish residents make no contribution to its 
services: these residents’ support is crucial in keeping alive Bude-based 
organisations, in supporting local shops and businesses; holiday homes in the 
parish also contribute to the area’s well-being. 

• The TC’s lack of consultation on its submission indicates an arrogant disregard 
for the residents they wish to absorb 

• The only common interests identified by the TC are the coastal strip and 
toilets 

• The PC has excellent communications with its residents, is fostering co-
operation within the parish, and working with Cornwall Council on highways 
improvements  

• It would be a travesty to have these plans destroyed   
 
(2ii)  Questions on these Submissions from Members of the Panel  
 
Q1: [To all three parish representatives] How much development are you getting 
(what is your housing target) and where is it going? 
A: Marchamchurch: We’re drafting our NDP. Many of the CGR submissions across 
Cornwall propose changing boundaries because developments straddle those 
boundaries.  That does not apply between our parish and Bude-Stratton: no 
residential developments straddle boundaries; no industrial estates do so either.  
A: Poundstock: We are progressing our NDP.  Widemouth is at full capacity with what 
has been identified. 
A: Bude: We have a completed, excellent NDP.  Through its implementation, it has 
prevented some bigger housing developments.  Housing development is happening 
organically, with the NDP promoting small, local schemes by local housing 
companies.  There were two major developments by large companies, but these pre-
dated the NDP.  There has been lots of development in the town centre.  We are 
currently only 90 units short; we will meet our 2030 target.  We do not have a [Site 
Allocations] Development Plan Document, and are proud of that.  We are now 
reviewing our NDP and this is going well. 
 
Q2 [to Poundstock]: Will Coppathorne be split by the proposed boundary change, 
and what is the growth of Coppathorne? 
A: Poundstock: It is a hinterland hamlet; development would be building in open 
countryside  
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Q3: If the TC’s proposals are approved, what assets would you lose? 
A: Poundstock: Car park and public toilets; Marhamchurch: All of them 
 
Q4: Acknowledging we are at an early stage in the review, what consultation did you 
do within the parish and what are you planning to do in the future? 
A: Marhamchurch: We were added to the list for the Public Engagement Meetings 
quite late in the process.  Some of our Councillors visited residents in Widemouth 
Bay.  We’re planning on having an extensive consultation.  A lot of the residents here 
tonight are from Marchamchurch (Marhamchurch residents were asked to raise their 
hands at this point; over 50% of the attendees were from this Parish). 
A: Bude: Parishes were not duty bound to perform consultation [during Stage 1 of 
the Review]; the submission form just said “please state what discussions you have 
had with other parish councils.”  The TC’s discussions on CGR have been advertised 
on public agendas and been debated in public forums.  This process [the process 
being conducted by the Electoral Review Panel] will bring forward public 
consultation.  It is difficult to consult on an emerging idea.  The consultation is yet to 
come. 
A: Poundstock: The representative asked for a show of hands from Poundstock 
residents; about a dozen residents raised their hands.  The PC has discussed CGR in 
detail at its meetings and has been active on social media – it had been disappointed 
by the initial level of support from residents but, given the turnout at this meeting, is 
more hopeful now and will continue to consult.      
 
(2iii) Statements on these Submissions by Other Parish and Town Councillors and 
Members of the Public Present 
 
(a) Representative of Launcells Parish Council (Councillor Dr Alan Whittle, Chair)  

• Comments will focus on the Launcells vs Bude-Stratton issues.  The history 
arguments advanced by other parishes apply to Launcells too. 

• Launcells is a farming parish; Bude is a tourist town.  They have very little in 
common. 

• Launcells has more in common with Holsworthy 

• A takeover would be more expensive.  Our parish is run by volunteers, using very 
little money; the TC is not.  We fear that the hall and events that take place in our 
parish will be cut to fund Bude-Stratton.  This would rip the heart out of our 
community.  

• The TC’s submission seems the most extreme proposal across Cornwall.  If it is 
approved, it could logically lead to the elimination of many rural parishes in 
Cornwall.  What justification is there for such a submission?  None.   

• Parish Councils inclusive, non-political nature would be lost in a bigger grouping.  
The submission runs counter to the localism agenda. 

• On services the TC says it provides: heritage is focused on Bude-Stratton and has 
little relevance to us; environmental is similarly focused and has no relevance to 
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us (we do our own litter picks); recreation – we have our own (volunteer run 
children’s park, common, paths, beaches); toilets – these are for tourists and 
Bude-Stratton locals; pitch and putt – think this is little used by our residents; 
Parkhouse Centre – we have our own parish hall;  

• Library – access is difficult in the summer because of the tourists, our residents go 
to Holsworthy.  Cornwall Council’s equality impact assessment stated that the 
devolution of the library would have no negative impacts on rurality.  The TC has 
stated that it secured the provision of the library service for Bude-Stratton and 
for all residents in surrounding areas.  It did not say at the cost of their parishes.  
Cornwall Council’s data shows that roughly 15 people from Launcells use the 
library and seems to indicate that more people in Holsworthy use the library; 
does the TC want Holsworthy too?  The TC’s justification for taking over the 
parish, ending 1000 years of history and taking the parishes’ precept is 15 people, 
and they have not consulted us. 

• Politics is the “elephant in the room.”  If Cornwall Council passes the TC’s 
proposals, who will you please?  Most of Bude-Stratton will not notice any change 
or care.  You will upset the local parishes and their residents.  You will also upset 
and worry all residents from Sennen to Morwenstow. 

• Emotionally, financially, and politically, it is a bad idea.  It might be a smokescreen 
for what the TC really wants.  If they really wanted these changes, they should 
have talked to us about them.  It is the worst example of change management I 
have ever seen. 

• Launcells residents were asked to raise their hands; approximately a quarter of 
the audience did so.    

 
(b) Representative of Marhamchurch Parish Council (Jackie Walter, Chair) 

• Thanked residents for their support in attending the meeting. 

• The PC unanimously voted not to support the TC’s submission. 

• PC very proud of amenities, facilities and community. 

• Several assets were given to us by parishioners for the ongoing benefit of the 
community (e.g. Bray Institute, Helebridge Trail, Whalesborough 
footpaths/cycleways) 

• We would be devastated if we lost parishioners’ support over this – and we 
haven’t. 

• If our parish is taken over, we fear we will lose our volunteers (e.g. who run 
village shop/look after planters). 

• We haven’t found anyone who wants change.   

• We want to stay as we are; we are unanimous. 
 
(c) A resident of Widemouth Bay part of Poundstock 

• Poundstock PC is protective of Widemouth Bay.  I’m frightened of further 
development if we go under Bude-Stratton.  The Bay is precious and needs to be 
protected. 
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• On parishes being asked to help towards services like the library: can the TC help 
towards the differences in costs I incur from living here as opposed to in the town 
(e.g. private sewerage; reliance on car)?  The difference in Band D Council Tax 
between Bude and Widemouth Bay is only c.£180; we will end up paying more if 
we go into Bude-Stratton.  Parish residents incur more cost than town residents 
and this needs to be taken into account.  

• Bude-Stratton would benefit much more financially than we ever would. 

• What are the benefits to me?   
 
(d) Representative of Launcells Parish Council (Councillor Peter Harwood) 

• A Councillor for 45 years.  The parish has been there for 1000 years. 

• Launcells is a very rural, farming parish.  Has nothing to do with Bude-Stratton. 

• Bude-Stratton parish councillors may represent different wards but most live in 
Bude. 

• PC has managed its small budget very efficiently, and achieved wonders with it; 
has a brilliant clerk 

• Launcells residents prefer to go to Holsworthy, Kilkhampton or Launceston over 
Bude 

• PC knows the ways of the parish and have made good efforts 

• The whole concept of economies of scale is a lie (e.g. main dealers vs small 
garages) 

• The TC’s motivation is that it wants the income 

• The TC spends money like water on the Parkhouse Centre.  It used to give a grant 
to Stratton community hall, but this decreased over time until it was cut 
completely.  Think the same is true of Poughill. 

• I find it arrogant of Bude-Stratton.  It is just a parish council, with the same 
powers as us; the “town” is just a title. 

• Why does it want to take over?  It wants all the valuable pieces of property.  It 
wants to steal them. 
 

(e) A Resident of Marhamchurch 

• Viability: Our PC is viable and effective. It invested in the community shop; its 
work on this was exemplary.  Every interaction it has is effective; its discussions 
are full; it has no vacancies. 

• Community/identity: This is demonstrated by all the people here tonight.  It has a 
shop, community events, an annual revel, and a food fair, all volunteer led; 
people don’t do that without community interest – there are bucket-loads of this. 

• The Review terms of reference refer to a strong presumption that all parishes 
should have electoral arrangements  

• The TC’s submission is a hostile takeover; a land grab; speculative, unwarranted 
and wholly unwelcome.  The TC’s diplomacy is comparable to that of Boris 
Johnson. 
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(f) Representative of Launcells Parish Council (Councillor Andrew Hargreaves) 

• Supported comments of Launcells’ Chairman 

• Asked for show of hands in favour of Bude-Stratton TC submission.  No hands 
were raised. 

• Asked for show of hands against the TC submission.  The vast majority of hands 
were raised. 

 
(g) A resident of Marhamchurch Parish  

• Supported statements made by other rural parish representatives/residents 

• We value our community 

• Marhamchurch PC is hugely supportive and effective.  We see them every day 
(e.g. at the great community shop they helped provide, village hall, churches, 
pub).  They are closely linked to the primary school.   We owe them a great deal.   

• Parish has a wonderful history.  

• We don’t want to be part of a larger council.   

• It would see a tight knit community taken over by a larger unit with a bigger 
critical mass.  We can’t see what benefits this will have to Marhamchurch. 

 
(h) A resident of Marhamchurch Parish 

• We have no appetite for, and do not want, change 
 
(i) A Resident of Poundstock 

• I thought Bude-Stratton’s submission lazy. 

• There is no suggestion in the submission that, after taking over the parishes’ 
precepts, there will be a reduction in the TC’s costs.  Or of what the extra money 
will deliver or how it will help the parishes. 

• I am concerned the TC set out two options, thinking it won’t get Option 1 but will 
get Option 2 as a consolation prize. 

 
(j) Representative of Bude-Stratton Town Council (Councillor Dr Bob Willingham, 
Mayor of Bude) 

• The Mayor criticised town councillors at the meeting for not putting their hands 
up during the show of hands.  A councillor responded from the floor that the 
town council’s vote to support the submission had not been unanimous.  The 
Mayor indicated he had abstained from the vote. 

 
(k) A Resident of Launcells Parish 

• Asked whether parishes could send a copy of their parish magazines to the 
Electoral Review Panel, as evidence of local activities.  The Chair invited parishes 
to do this. 

• Launcells was a wonderful cohesive parish in many ways. 
 

(iv) Statements on the submissions by local Cornwall Councillors 
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(a) Nicky Chopak CC (Poundstock Division); also Chair of Bude Community Network 
Panel 

• Saddened that the process has caused division and argument.  We do not want it 
doing so going forwards. 

• We have been put in a difficult position through the way the submission has been 
brought to us. 

• All my parishes are viable, have full memberships, are excellent, and work well for 
their communities 

• The TC is not always quorate, it struggles to recruit councillors.  How will they be 
progressive and representative? 

• The rural parishes look after their communities. 

• The terms of reference state that the abolition of parishes should not be 
undertaken unless justified.   

• I struggle to see the justification for the TC’s proposals. 

• Invites all to the next CNP, at which it will discuss this “excellent meeting” 

• Urged all to keep it good mannered 

• Need definitive evidence that the TC’s proposals should not be considered. 
 
(b) David Parsons CC (Bude) 

• Made it clear he was not going to get involved in the controversy  

• Panel has heard a lot of good evidence at meeting 

• We are separate communities but the network is also one community, and an 
isolated one.  It is vital we stand together on lots of issues.  It is important this issue 
does not undermine this, or weaken our position, as we are making a real impact.  
We agree on the need for better health provision, proper 
communications/networks, and for employment here and not just Truro.   

 
(c) Peter La Broy (Bude) 

• Thanked everyone for coming – “you should be proud of your input” 

• Welcomed debate and challenge 

• Supported his fellow Cornwall Councillors’ comments about unity.  We are 
beginning to see the movement of interest to the area, to get economic 
investment and health care (he referred to the network’s success in relation to 
Bude-Stratton Hospital Minor Injuries Unit) 

• I am sure the Panel will make the right and proper decision. 
 
The Chair made closing remarks, during which he thanked everyone for attending, and 
the excellent contributions made by the speakers.  He then closed the meeting.  
 
SF  
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Appendix 
1 

Community Governance Review Public Engagement Meeting: Bude Area (11.9.19)  
 
Bude-Stratton Town Council submission 
 
A. Summary of key arguments made in favour of the submission at the meeting:  

1. Success of Community Network Panel supports case for a larger parish. 
2. Precedent of Bude Stratton Urban District Council, which covered a similar 

area, also supports this case.  
3. Bude area is isolated from centre of power in Cornwall: a larger parish would 

better enable it to make case for/secure what it needs (investment/service 
provision etc)  

4. Bude is the hub town for its neighbouring parishes.  The Town Council (TC) 
provides services/assets to the town and parishes, so a larger parish makes 
sense in terms of service provision and will ensure more equitable distribution 
of the precept burden on local ratepayers.  

5. The TC is a successful, progressive authority, with a track record of investment 
in services/assets and the ability to deliver effective, cost-effective services to 
an expanded parish. 

6. Ivyleaf used to be part of Stratton and Poughill parishes. 
7. The settlement of Widemouth Bay/the adjoining “coastal strip” has more in 

common with Bude than Poundstock/Marhamchurch. 
8. The TC will ensure effective democratic representation for the parishes 

through warding arrangements. 
9. The larger parish/parish council will be able to plan for a bigger, better future. 

 
B: Summary of key arguments made against the submission at the meeting: 
 
(i) By Marhamchurch stakeholders: 

1. Residents identify strongly with Marhamchurch and are proud of the parish 
and its assets.  It is a proud, vibrant, active and cohesive community.   

2. Its heritage and culture (as a farming community) is distinct from Bude (as a 
town).  It has a very long history as a settlement, distinct from and longer than 
Bude’s. 

3. Volunteering is strong in the parish, and plays a vital part in supporting 
community services, facilities and events.  In turn, the Parish Council (PC) 
plays a key role in supporting volunteering activity.  If enacted, the proposals 
would undermine/jeopardise this activity and put these services/facilities at 
risk. 

4. It is self-contained, with its own amenities, several bequeathed by 
parishioners. 
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5. The PC is viable, efficient, acts effectively in the interests of the community, 
and has no vacancies.  The community owes it a great deal. 

6. No residential/industrial developments straddle the boundary between 
Marhamchurch and Bude-Stratton. 

7. No parish resident supports the proposals. 
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(ii) By Poundstock stakeholders 

1. The parish has long-standing boundaries. 
2. The PC has worked hard to retain the unique character/environment of 

Widemouth Bay and ensure sustainable local development against a 
background of significant pressure.  The proposals will put this at risk and 
remove constraints on/lead to increased development.  

3. The PC is working on a NDP, including proposals to benefit the community 
(e.g. a new Parish Hall and toilets).  The proposals will undermine/jeopardise 
these, and other aspects of the PC’s work. 

4. In its current form, there is a good balance between the different 
communities of interest/activities in the parish (residents, tourism and 
farming). 

5. The proposals would deprive the parish of a disproportionate amount of its 
precept; the parish would also lose the money from its car parking levy. 

6. The precept for local residents would increase.  The TC will gain the parishes’ 
precept but its submission neither demonstrates any reduction in its overall 
costs nor explains what the extra money will deliver for parish residents.   

7. The proposals have/demonstrate no benefit for local residents. 
8. The TC has demonstrated an arrogant disregard for local residents, through its 

lack of consultation on its proposals. 
9. Residents of rural parishes incur more living costs than those in the town. 

 
(iii) By Launcells stakeholders 

1. The parish/settlement has a long history (1000 years). 
2. It has little in common with Bude (a farming parish vs a tourist town).  

Residents look to other towns over Bude. 
3. The evidence does not support the TC’s argument that it provides 

services/assets to the parish. 
4. The parish has its own amenities.  
5. A takeover would be more expensive.  The PC is run by volunteers, on a small 

budget.  The TC is not.  Volunteers play an important part in supporting local 
amenities. 

6. Its amenities could be cut to fund the existing Bude-Stratton parish area. 
7. The parish is cohesive; the proposals would rip the heart out of the 

community. 
8. The proposals would set a precedent for the takeover of other small parishes 

in Cornwall. 
9. The proposals run counter to the localism agenda. 
10. The proposals may lead to a democratic deficit, as the councillors representing 

Launcells’ ward/s would not have to be residents of Launcells. 
11. The PC manages its small budget very efficiently. 
12. Any economies of scale argument is baseless  
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13. The TC’s motivation is to take the parish’s income and property.  
14. The TC has demonstrated arrogance to local residents.  
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Cornwall Councillor Feedback on submissions 
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Further Comments from Parish Councils on Submissions 

Bude-Stratton Town Council: 

The resolution is: 
  
Resolved: That BSTC withdraw its submission to the Community Governance Review (CGR) in 
recognition of the anxiety caused to those Parishes affected.  Furthermore; BSTC inform the CGR 
panel that the procedures laid out were always likely to be divisive to Community Area Networks 
and ask that any future CGR is planned in a more sensitive way.  
  
  
Kind regards 
  

Tracey Gliddon 

Committee Administrator 

Bude-Stratton Town Council 
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Launcells Parish Council: 

Dear Sirs 

Please find attached the formal submission from Launcells Parish Council as a rebuttal to the Bude 

Stratton Town Council proposal to subsume our parish. 

We have included a careful analysis of the differences between Bude Stratton and Launcells, 

together with a summary of our fears for the parish (and for other similar rural parishes across 

Cornwall) if this takeover is permitted to go ahead. 

We have included copies of the referenced documents for this part of the submission. In the 

hardcopy submission, we have included a recent copy of our parish magazine as further evidence of 

the vibrancy of our parish. 

We have included an analysis of where we see that key points of the “Cornwall Community 

Governance Review – Terms of Reference” would be broken by allowing this takeover. 

Finally, we have also included an analysis of where we see that key points of “LGBCE:- Guidance on 

Community Governance Reviews” would be broken by allowing this takeover .  

 

As can be clear from this submission, we strongly disagree with the Bude Stratton Town Council 

proposal to take over our parish.   

Our parish wishes to retain the status quo. 

 

Yours Sincerely 

Alan J Whittle, Ph.D. 

Chairman Launcells Parish Council   
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Marhamchurch Parish Council: 

To the Community Governance Review Team,  

RE: Proposal made by Bude & Stratton Town Council 

Further to the proposal put forward by Marhamchurch Parish Council at the recent Public 

Engagement meeting, Marhamchurch Parish Council wish to re-enforce their vehement 

opposition to the proposals made by Bude & Stratton Town Council in the recent Community 

Governance Review.  

We are a proud independent village, with its own community led Village Shop, which has been 

supported by the Parish Council. The Village Shop is the hub of our community, which has a 

small book exchange area, a public toilet along with a space for residents and visitors alike to 

have a drink, a snack and a chat. This promotes well-being within the community, along with a 

reduction of risk of isolation for our residents.  

Marhamchurch prides itself on its strong farming to coastline connections, with many families 

having lived in the area for generations. We are lucky to have our own piece of the Cornish 

coastline, which is fondly referred to as Marhamchurch Beach, as well as access to free parking 

at The View Point carpark, which Marhamchurch Parish Council fought hard to keep as a free 

parking area.   

Recently, Marhamchurch Primary School organised a beach clean afternoon, and a large number 

of pupils, along with their parents, attended and cleaned Widemouth Bay beach, including the 

Marhamchurch part of the beach. We have a strong community, which enjoys supporting each 

other to best serve our Parish.  

Marhamchurch is a lovely friendly village where all our Parish Councillors are easily accessible. If 

anyone has any issues, they know how to contact us, or our local Clerk, and there is evident 

confidence from speaking to parishioners that MPC work in the best interests of the Parish.  

The Playpark is maintained by MPC and local volunteers to ensure it is safe for the local children 

to use (which they frequently do). Our Councillors volunteer their time to cut the grass and fix 

any breakages. Village planters are maintained by councillors and parishioners. 

Our newly developed website provides updates to residents and you can see on there, that MPC 

recently submitted a successful bid to purchase a WW1 commemorative memorial bench, which 

now sits outside St Marwenne’s Church for all residents and visitors to enjoy.  This was 

photographed with our County Cllr Nicky Chopak, along with representatives from MPC & The 

Legion Club.  

The Village Hall (which was built and donated to the village by a local family) has received grants 

from MPC to continue to provide a space for various groups to run, for example, weekly coffee 

mornings, Brownies, Yoga, fundraising events, Christmas and birthday parties.  
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If this ludicrous proposal was approved, we would be concerned that the personal touch would 

be lost, and that our sense of community identity and well-being would be damaged. We know 

the money we raise as a Parish, goes directly back to our community, whether it be funding 

towards our local Playpark, the clubs and societies of which there are over 12, The Village Hall or 

our Village Shop. If this was managed by a bigger Council, how do we know where the money 

would be spent, and who would decide this.  

At the Public Engagement meeting it was clear that there are strong divides within Bude & 

Stratton Town Council itself, and it was clear to see that they were not unanimous in their 

decision, as stated in the Town Council Minutes on their website.  Marhamchurch Parish 

Council, on the other hand, are. They have been unanimous in their decision to propose no 

changes in the Community Governance Review, as well as unanimous in their decision to 

vehemently OBJECT to both the proposals made by Bude & Stratton Town Council.  

Finally, MPC wish to draw your attention to the Cornwall Community Governance Review – 

Terms of Reference, Point 18 which states the following: 

Section 93(4) of the 2007 Act requires that the Council must have regard to the need to secure 

that Community Governance within Cornwall: 

• Reflects the identities and interest of the different communities in the area; 

• Is effective and convenient.  

I hope that this letter, along with the many others you have received, will suggest to you that 

Marhamchurch Parish is viable. We have a precept which enables us to actively and effectively 

promote the well-being of our residents and that MPC contributes to the real provision of 

services in an economic and efficient manner.   

Yours Sincerely,  

Jackie Walter, Chairperson 

Marhamchurch Parish Council   
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Morwenstow Parish Council: 

Dear Malcolm Brown 

Re: Bude CNA Community Governance Review  

Morwenstow Parish Council is concerned that the very suggestion of 'cherry picking' parts of 

surrounding rural parishes is undemocratic. Bude & Stratton Town Council seem to have proposed 

these changes in order to increase their revenue without showing any benefits to those residents 

concerned and to the detriment of the remainder of those surrounding rural parishes. We are not in 

favour of these changes and fully support the parishes of Marhamchurch and Poundstock with their 

objections.  

Although not direct neighbours of Marhamchurch and Poundstock we all come under the Bude 

Community Network Area umbrella and M P C is concerned that if the proposals made by BSTC are 

adopted it is likely that at a future Community Governance Review BSTC would propose to 

encompass all the surrounding parishes to boost their income, resulting in a total loss of identity for 

those parishes and a loss of funding for local services as priority would be given to Bude town.  

Regards 

Morwenstow Parish Council 
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Week St Mary Parish Council: 

 

Response to Community Governance Review for Cornwall 2019 

We have this evening held a Parish Council meeting and considered our response to the Review. 

Week St Mary (WSM) Parish has not requested governance changes nor, as far as we are aware, are 

we subject to a change proposed by adjoining Parish Councils. 

We are however, members of the Bude Area Network and aware that Bude and Stratton Town 

Council (BSTC) have proposed changes to governance for other rural members of the network, 

namely Poundstock, Marhamchurch, Launcells and Kilkhampton. 

As a Council we consider the proposals put forward by BSTC are without merit and evidence.  

The implication seems to be that the town provides all meaningful public services and therefore the 

rural hinterland should be paying their precept to the town. This approach fails to recognise the 

economic benefits to the town of trade from the rural hinterland. 

More importantly it fails to recognise that Parish Councils provide local services for their own local 

residents closely aligned to local requirements.  The connection of those services with direct local 

people will be lost if part or all of the Parish Councils are subsumed within town boundaries. The 

town interests will dominate agendas and policy. Frankly we have frequently seen this through the 

workings of the Bude Area Network itself. 

Within the Review it states that governance should be: 

• Reflective of the identities and interests of the community in that area 
• Effective and convenient (this relates to the ability of parishes to provide services for its 

residents). 

The changes proposed by BSTC certainly do not reflect the identities and interests of the 
communities they seek to incorporate. There is no indication in the reasoning for the changes that 
suggests this has been a significant consideration. The Parish Councils concerned provide effective, 
convenient and varied services for their local residents and we fail to see how subsuming parts of 
the rural Parishes within BSTC will improve services for rural parishioners. We consider the reverse 
to be the case. Investment will be drawn to and be focused on the towns. 

To provide an example, WSM has had over the years significant, periodic problems with a lack of 
adult care agencies prepared to provide services in our Parish. The issue was an entirely rural one. 
Agencies were prepared to provide services in Bude but not in the very rural areas on grounds of 
cost effectiveness and accessibility. We lobbied hard on this. We believe that where rural Parish 
Councils cease to exist, the larger town councils are unlikely to give similar understanding and 
recognition to this kind of rural issue. 

Social and community issues in the sparsely populated areas in Cornwall need more representation 
not less.  

Our understanding is that no prior discussions were held by BSTC with the Parish Councils they are 
seeking to subsume. Whilst we accept this is not a requirement of the Review, it is nonetheless 
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symptomatic of the perceived power relationship and arrogance of the larger Council, that this was 
regarded as an acceptable approach with partner Councils in the Bude Area Network. 

WSM Parish Council considers that incorporating any of Launcells, Kilkhampton, Marhamchurch and 
Poundstock Parish Councils within BSTC will be a retrograde governance and a democratic deficit.   

We urge you to prioritise the very local needs of sparsely populated and often challenged 
communities over the expansionist objectives of powerful town councils. 

Yours faithfully, 

Jeremy Ward 

Chair 

 

 
 

 


